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UIF Annuity and Life Income Gifts: Essentials You Should Know 
  

UIF’s Office of Gift Planning and Trust Services (“GPTS”) manages and administers UIF’s Annuity and Life 
Income (“ALI”) Program. The ALI Program involves all of UIF's "split interest" gifts (those where a portion 
is assigned to UIF and a portion benefits a donor or his/her designee), like charitable gift annuities 
("CGA"s) and charitable remainder trusts ("CRT"s). GPTS recently completed a comprehensive audit of its 
existing ALI Administrative Guidelines, and you should make note of these updated, related FAQs: 

UIF CGAs 

 What’s the minimum gift size a donor can give to create one of our CGAs? $10,000. 

 What kind of assets can fund one of our CGAs? Cash or appreciated/marketable 
securities. 

 What’s the maximum number of lives that can be benefitted by one of our CGAs? Two. 

 What’s the minimum age all benefitting lives have to be to start receiving payments 
under one of our CGAs? 60 years old. 

 What’s the minimum age all benefitting lives have to be to create one of our deferred-
payment CGAs? 50 years old. 

 What kind of CGA rates does UIF offer? GPTS follows the recommended rates of the 
American Council on Gift Annuities (“ACGA”). 

 
UIF CRTs 

 What’s the minimum gift size a donor can give to create one of our CRTs? $100,000 
(increased from $50,000 previously). 

 What kind of assets can fund one of our CRTs? Cash, appreciated/marketable securities, 
or real estate (funding a CRT with real estate requires prior written approval by UIF’s Chief 
Financial Officer). 

 What’s the maximum number of lives that can be benefitted by one of our CRTs? Two. 

 What’s the minimum age all benefitting lives have to be to start receiving payments 
under one of our CRTs? 55 years old. 

 What kind of CRT rates does UIF offer? GPTS follows the recommended ACGA rates 
rounded to within a half of a percentage point. 

 
UIF Charitable Lead Trusts and Retained Life Estates 

 Does UIF offer these options? Yes 

 What’s the minimum gift size a donor can give to create one of our charitable lead 
trusts? $250,000. 

 What should I do if a donor expresses interest in one of these options? Contact GPTS 
immediately (these are complex opportunities that require early gift planner assistance). 

 
Questions? Please contact your gift planning liaison or GPTS (217.244.0473 or GPinfo@uif.uillinois.edu). 
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